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Bent solenoid chicane

 Try to understand
 Why does the bent solenoid chicane work?
 Why does it produce such a good match?
 Why does it sometimes not produce a good match?

 So far, only look at constant radius, constant field 
chicane 

 i.e. not end sections or joins



  

Bent solenoid chicane

 Why, in general, do particles come back onto the axis 
after traversing the chicane?

 Why do some particles not come back on axis after 
traversing the chicane?

 Why does the beam overall seem well matched when it 
does come back to the axis?



  

Field in chicane

 Why, in general, do particles come back onto the axis 
after traversing the chicane?

 Why do some particles not come back on axis after 
traversing the chicane?

 Why does the beam overall seem well matched when it 
does come back to the axis?



  



  

Helical motion

Ps=10 MeV/c

Ps=40 MeV/c

Ps=80 MeV/c

Ps=160 MeV/c

Ps=320 MeV/c
 Particles following the orbit need a horizontal force to 

push them back in the circle
 Get this by giving a vertical velocity – 

 cross product gives a horizontal force
 Bigger momentum means restoring force needs to be 

bigger
 So bigger vertical velocity



  

Recipe for Transfer Matrix

 Extract vector potential
 Build Hamiltonian
 Expand Hamiltonian as a Taylor series
 Take Poisson bracket
 Gives transfer matrix



  

Vector Potential



  

Vector Potential (cont.)



  

Cut a long story short...

 In  the small angle approximation terms ~ xy, x2y, etc get 
lost

 End up with a “normal” solenoid vector potential
 Recover the normal (canonical) solenoid transfer matrix

 But note extra 0th order term in x
 Arises from curvature of coordinate system

 Can offset it by changing to helical reference as above
 Borrow some -x from the transfer matrix
 I have q = 1 here, and somehow a stray factor 2 … …

 Not quite there yet



  

Tracking

 Small kick in px
 Get very well behaved 

rotation about reference



  

Tracking



  

Conclusions

 It all looks quite nice so far
 Still don't understand why chicane doesn't work sometimes
 Time to look at the matching properties
 i.e. Non-constant radius of curvature
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